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Instantaneous measurement of velocity fields in developed thermal turbulence in mercury
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Using ultrasonic velocimetry we measured the vertical profile of the velocity fluctuation in high-Rayleigh-
number thermal convection in a cell with aspect ratio of 0.5, filled with a low-Prandtl-number fluid, mercury.
The intriguing fluctuating dynamics of the mean flow and universal nature of the kinetic energy cascade are
elucidated utilizing spectral decomposition and reconstruction. The scaling properties of the structure functions
and the energy spectrum are directly calculated without the use of Taylor’s frozen-flow hypothesis. Despite the
complex nature of the mean flow, it is found that the energy cascade process exhibits universal laws in thermal
turbulence.
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Recently, turbulent thermal convection has attracted c
siderable attention not only because it is ubiquitous in na
and technology but also because it continually offers fun
mental questions in the study of turbulence. Among the
vestigations of high-Rayleigh-number~Ra! thermal turbu-
lence, efforts have been made to elucidate the scaling l
for heat transport@1,2#, its dependence on aspect ratio~G! @3#
or on Prandtl number~Pr! @4–6#, and the scaling laws for the
power spectrum@7–10#. Furthermore, following the experi
mental work which challenged researchers to raise
@11,12,32#, the existence of an ultimate state at very high
has been argued@4,13–15#.

Now, it is believed that global heat transport is affected
the large-scale mean flow which is found to appear in w
developed thermal turbulence@16–21# and to modify the sta-
bility of the thermal boundary layers by its shear@21–25#. It
is reported that in the highest-Ra (;1017) experiment in a
G50.5 cell filled with cryogenic helium gas, the large-sca
circulation is no longer unidirectional, but changes its s
frequently @12#. Therefore understanding the structure a
the dynamics of the mean flow is of great importance. Ho
ever, information on the velocity fields is still scarce, esp
cially when both Ra and Reynolds number~Re! are high.

Another important issue is to verify the scaling behav
of the fluctuations in thermal turbulence. It is predicted th
the scaling exponents for the structure functions are diffe
from those of homogeneous isotropic turbulence@26–28#.
Denoting the structure functions of the velocityv and the
temperatureT by

Sn~r ![^udv~r !un&[^uv~x1r !2v~x!un&}r zn, ~1!

Qn~r ![^udT~r !un&[^uT~x1r !2T~x!un&}r hn, ~2!

z256/5 andh252/5 are predicted for thermal turbulenc
values distinct from the values ofz25h252/3 for isotropic
turbulence. Equivalently, for the energy spectrum,E(k)
}k211/5 is predicted, unlike the Kolmogorov 1941~K41!
spectrum,k25/3, for the isotropic case. However, there is n
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experimental work that measured the velocity or the te
perature at a number of points simultaneously to test
scaling properties in thermal turbulence. The frequen
power spectrumP( f ), calculated from the local velocity
time series, is regarded as equivalent withE(k) by employ-
ing Taylor’s frozen-flow hypothesis. However, the conditio
for Taylor’s hypothesis become questionable in a confin
geometry and especially when the mean flow is not domin
ing. Therefore, an instantaneous measurement of the velo
fields is highly desired for verification of the universal sca
ing nature in thermal turbulence.

In this article, we report the instantaneous measurem
of the velocity fields in an opaque liquid, mercury, by usi
ultrasonic velocimetry~USV!. We present evidence that th
velocity structure functions and the energy spectrum h
universal scaling exponents which are distinct from those
isotropic turbulence by direct calculations. We also pres
intriguing dynamical properties of the large-scale circulatio

We use liquid mercury, because it has low kinematic v
cosity ~n! and high thermal diffusivity~k!, and consequently
low Pr ~;0.024 at 20 °C!; thus it is an ideal fluid for the
study of the ultimate state in which the sheared visco
boundary layer becomes thinner than the thermal bound
layer @15,23#. Re of the mean circulation, defined by R
5^v&L/n, with ^v& being the mean velocity andL the cell
size, can reach as high (Re.105) as that in the helium gas
experiment which attained the highest Ra.

Now we outline the principle of the USV method, whic
is detailed by Takeda@29#. A transducer emits ultrasoni
pulses~bursts! of several wavelengths repeatedly at an int
val of T, and receives the echoes scattered by the trace
the fluid. The echo signal for thenth burst is well approxi-
mated by sn(t).An(t)cos@2pf0t1fn(t)#, where f 0 is the
pulse frequency,t is the elapsed time measured after t
burst emission, andfn(t) is the phase shift due to the Dop
pler effect. fn(t) can be calculated by complex demodul
tion. Since the Doppler-shift frequency of the signalsn(t) is
calculated by D f 5Dfn(t)/2pT5@fn11(t)2fn(t)#/2pT,
the velocity component of the direction of the acous
emission at a distance ofx is given by vn(t)
52cDfn(t)/4p f 0T, with t52x/c.
©2004 The American Physical Society06-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color online! Spatiotemporal plots of the velocity field at Ra54.7931010. The light ~yellow! and dark~purple! regions
correspond to the upward and downward flows, respectively.~a! Original velocity field.~b! Reconstructed field from the mean velocity an
the first two eigenmodes.~c! Reconstructed field from the third to the 30th eigenmodes in the scaling range.~d! Residual field, that is,~b!
subtracted from~a!. The scale bar is for~a!, and arbitrary units are used for~b!–~d!.
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Our experimental setup was detailed elsewhere@11#. The
apparatus is a cylindrical cell with chromium plated copp
top and bottom plates ofd5306 mm in diameter and stain
less steel sidewall ofL5612 mm in height. The aspect rati
is thusG50.5. The temperature drops in the copper pla
are subtracted in order to calculate Ra and Nusselt num
~Nu! @21#. The USV transducer, whose size is 8 mm in
ameter~the bare size is 5 mm!, is embedded in the top cop
per plate so that its cylindrical axis coincides with that of t
cell ~the z axis, whose origin is set at the cell center!. We
mixed a powder of gold-palladium alloy into the mercury
a tracer. The composition of the alloy was designed so
its density coincides with that of the mercury, 13.48 g/cm3, at
45 °C, which is the mean temperature of the two plates at
highest Ra attainable in our measurement. The tracers en
us to measure the whole profile of the velocity field along
z axis @30#. The ultrasonic velocimeter~UVP-X-1, MET-
FLOW! emits pulses off 054 MHz. In a typical run, 15 360
velocity profiles, each of which consists of 128 data poi
located everyDz mm, are recorded every 131 ms@31#. We
can vary the longitudinal spatial resolutionDz from 0.72

FIG. 2. Time-averaged profile of the velocity^v(z)& and first
three eigenvectorsf i(z). Ra is the same as in Fig. 1. The sol
curve is^v(z)&. The dashed, dotted, and dot-dashed curves co
spond tof1(z), f2(z), andf3(z), respectively.
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(;23wavelength) to 5.07 mm. The transverse resolution
5 mm. The resolution of the measurable velocity is 0.6
mm/s.

We show a spatiotemporal plot of the velocity field in Fi
1~a!. This plot was obtained at Ra54.7931010 and Re51.3
3105. In Fig. 1, the horizontal axis denotes the time, whi
spans a period of 134 s, while the vertical one is thez axis.
The light ~yellow! and dark~purple! regions correspond to
the upward and downward flows, respectively. Apparen
the upward flow is dominant in the upper half while th
downward flow is dominant in the lower half of the cell.

To characterize the fluctuating nature of the velocity fie
we adopt the Karhunen-Loe`ve transformation and separa
the slow dynamics of the mean flow and the fast casc
dynamics in the scaling range. 15 360 successive velo
profiles withDz55.07 mm are decomposed into 128 eige
vectors as v(z,tn)2^v(z)&5( i 51

M ai(tn)f i(z) (n
51,2,...,N;N515 360), where thef i ’s are the eigenvectors

e-

FIG. 3. Energy spectral densityE(k) calculated by subtracting
the mean profile~circles! and the first two eigenmodes in additio
~crosses!. By fitting, b522.1560.02 and22.2260.02 were ob-
tained for E(k)}k2b for the two cases. The arrow indicates th
lateral resolution. Inset: Frequency power spectraP( f ) at z
50,50,...,250 mm~from bottom to top!.
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INSTANTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF VELOCITY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 036306 ~2004!
representing the dominant modes in descending orderi
( i 51,2,...,M ;M5128), and theai ’s are the coefficients o
expansion. The time-averaged velocity profile and the fi
several eigenvectors are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 1~b! shows the slow dynamics reconstructed by
superposition of the mean profile and the first two eig
modes. We note that there is no clear periodicity in the
namics. Figure 1~c! shows the dynamics reconstructed fro
the third to the 30th eigenmodes, which are well in the sc
ing range shown in Fig. 3. Therefore it visualizes the casc
dynamics in the buoyancy-dominated inertial range. Fig
1~d! is the residual dynamics reconstructed by subtrac
the lowest modes of Fig. 1~b! from the raw data of Fig. 1~a!.
As we recognize, the mean profile in Fig. 2 has some as
metry. Nevertheless, the symmetry is recovered in the sca
range as shown in Fig. 1~c!, and the eigenvectors in Fig.
are also symmetric. This implies that the scaling range
which self-similarity holds exists universally in thermal tu
bulence irrespective of the large-scale dynamics.

Now we show in Fig. 3 the energy spectral densityE(k)
directly calculated from the results of the multipoint veloc
measurements. Measurements were performed over t
differentz ranges of 1273Dz with Dz53.62, 2.17, and 0.72
mm. In each measurement, the center of the range is s
z50 mm and 10 240 profiles were sampled. Data from
threeDz’s overlap each other in Fig. 3. The arrow indicat
the transverse resolution. To avoid a bias from the m
profile ^v(z)&, we subtracted it from each measurement a
calculatedE(k) ~circles!. To be more careful we subtracte
the slow dynamics due to the first two eigenmodes toge
with the mean profile~crosses!. For both plots, there exists
scaling range in which the power lawE(k)}kb holds. By
fitting, b522.1560.02 and22.2260.02 were obtained for
the circles and the crosses, respectively. Both are clos
211/5 derived in Bolgiano-Obukhov theory@26,27# for ther-
mal turbulence~represented by the solid line in Fig. 3!,
which is distinct from25/3 for the isotropic case.

Historically the frequency power spectraP( f ) have been
calculated from local time series@9,10#. In the inset of Fig. 3

FIG. 4. Second-order structure functionS2(r ) ~filled circles! and
S2(r )/r 6/5 ~open circles! calculated from the velocity profiles with
Dz52.17 mm around the cell center. Inset: Higher-order functio
S3(r ) to S6(r ) ~from bottom to top!.
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we showP( f )’s at positions located every 50 mm along th
z axis, z50,50,...,250 mm, together with power laws wi
exponents of211/5 ~the dashed line! and 25/3 ~the dotted
line! for comparison. EachP( f ) was calculated from the
velocity time series consisting of 10 240 samples. The sl
of P( f ) changes with the position. Atz50 mm, the slope is
22.1460.03, which is close to211/5. But at the cell cente
P( f ) has no relation toE(k) since the mean velocitŷv(0)&
is zero. Atz5250 mm, the slope is21.7260.02. Here the
fluctuation-to-mean ratiov rms/^v& remains near 1; thus Tay
lor’s hypothesis is not valid in turn. ThusP( f ) is different
from E(k) in thermal turbulence.

To confirm the scaling properties more firmly, we show
Fig. 4 the second-order structure functionS2(r ) and the
compensated plotS2(r )/r 6/5 as functions ofr. The structure
function was calculated from a series of velocity profil
with Dz52.17 mm around the cell center. The mean pro
and the lowest modes were subtracted from the raw dat
in Fig. 1~c!. We note that there exists a scaling range
which the predicted scaling exponentz256/5 is observed.
This exponent is distinct from that of isotropic turbulenc
z252/3. In the inset we show higher-orderSn(r )’s. By fitting
we obtainz251.18, z351.58, z452.03, z552.29, andz6
52.55.

Finally, we discuss the probability distribution function
~PDFs! of the velocity. Looking at Fig. 1 carefully, we notic
that the velocity at each point changes its sign occasiona
To see this clearly, we show in Fig. 5 the velocity PDFs
positions located every 100 mm along thez axis, z52200,
2100,...,200 mm, each of which resulted from 15 3
samples. It is seen that the PDFs are characterized b
double-peaked form. Niemelaet al. obtained a similar PDF
by an indirect method@12#, but its mechanism remains un
known. To elucidate the mechanism, we calculated the c
ditional average of the velocity profile,^v(z)u6&
[^v(z)uv(0)5vpeak

6 &, as shown in the left inset of Fig. 5
wherevpeak

6 denotes the value at which the PDF reache
peak on the positive or negative side. We notice that
double-peaked PDFs originate from the sloshing motion

s

FIG. 5. Probability distribution functions of the velocity atz5
2200,2100,...,200 mm~from bottom to top!. Inset: ~left! condi-
tional average of the velocity profile,^v(z)u6& ~see text!; ~right!
imaginary structures of the macroscopic flow.
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the mean flow. This slow dynamics of the mean flow can
explained by the interactions among eddies of differ
scales. From the mean profile^v(z)&, we can imagine some
structures of the macroscopic flow. Two simple examples
shown in the right inset of Fig. 5~labeled aŝv&). Since 63%
of the total fluctuation is contributed byf1 and f2 , the
large-scale dynamics is well described by the superposi
of ^v&, f1 , andf2 . Typical structures described byf1 and
^v&1f1 are shown schematically in the inset. As the coe
cienta1(t) changes its sign, the rolls make a sloshing mot
which again explains the double-peaked form of the PD
Therefore we speculate that the large-scale circulation is
v.

on
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the largest eddy in the cascade, which has a highly fluct
ing nature.

To conclude, the usefulness of the USV method for
measurement of the velocity fluctuation in thermal turb
lence has been proved. We expect that this work will activ
further theoretical and experimental studies in therm
turbulence.

We acknowledge Y. Takeda for valuable comments a
discussions. This work was supported by a Japanese G
in-Aid for Scientific Research from the Ministry of Educa
tion, Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology~No.
14340119!.
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